Welcome to Guangzhou 2017
Invitation
Visit us at the Canton Fair, 23.-27.10.2017
Hall 3.1 | Booth C 04-05

Do not wait, but make - progression instead of stagnation. We are inspired to look for
sustainable ideas and solutions, again and again. And we care – around our products, the
market, sustainability and to you as our partner.
Visit us at our ILAG-booth at the China Import and Export Fair from October 23-27, 2017
and find out what we take care of in 2017: the PTFE high-performance coatings, our so far
unique 2 in 1 bakeware coating, which will surely increase sales just like our trend colors
and the further developed Granitec and Granistone coatings with the special polymer
matrix as reinforcement. Now available as HL (High Level) versions.
Curious? We’re looking forward to see you.
Yours

Hans-Georg Geisel, ILAG Industrielack AG

DURIT® High Level

PRODUCTS
“We take care of new solutions
for innovative, groundbreaking
coatings in the cookware sector.”

The next step towards a
new non-stick dimension
Every household should own a good pan - ILAG is entering a new dimension with the
DURIT® High Level and exceeds an unprecedented non-stick performance. DURIT® High
Level keeps what others promise: It has a much higher non-stick effect in the longterm use than other currently available products in the market. This coating convinces
experts in the professional gastronomy with its outstanding results - even under extreme
conditions.
It combines professionalism and competence in every kitchen with its elegantly black
appearance.
A reason to celebrate? You bet! The NMP-free primer is environmentally friendly and
protects users in the manufacturing process from health risks.

Granitec HL
Granistone HL

PRODUCTS
“We continue to develop
products with increasingly
better properties and aspects.”

Proven now in high-level quality
The refined look of ILAG’s Granitec HL coating is as unmistakable as the sensual surface of
the new Granistone HL - and now you can get even more: the exclusive appearance
comes with a once again improved Ultimate quality with the new, innovative polymer
matrix technology combined with a breakthrough long non-stick properties even with
intensive abrasion.
As unique as the optics with their special stone effects, the extremely good scratch
resistance of the HL Granitec and Granistone coatings, with which ILAG has once again
gone a step of improvement, is so revolutionary.

Trendcolors

MARKET
“We take care of finding and implementing
color trends in the cook and bakeware
sector for your success.”

These colors are all the rage
“Bake around the clock” - ILAG will bring back the fascination for baking with these
delightful Bakeware Trendy Colors. Feel the rhythm from these cheeky, fresh, cheerful,
sticky sweet exterior colors from the 1950s. These colors are all the rage and are perfect in
combination with the ILAG Ceramic 2 in 1 coatings.
ILAG captivates your cookware - choose from three metallic shades for an even more
colorful event. The fancy, spacy and modern colors Lilac Grey Metallic, Snorkel Blue
Metallic and Emerald Green Metallic will brighten every kitchen.
And this year again, the Pantone Colors of the year will be launched at our booth a must have for your coatings.

2 in 1 Ceramic Bakeware

MARKET
“We take care of developing
optimized ceramic coatings
for new markets.”

A perfect combination
of sweet and savory
Ceramic coatings have established themselves not only as cooking utensils, but also in the
baking mould and baking tray market. And ILAG has - THE new interior coating for sweets
and savory dishes. Our 2 in 1 bakeware coating is the icing on the cake with its customized
forms and extraordinary colors.
For the first time it’s possible to use the same coated mould successfully either for sweets
or savory dishes - whether cakes, pies, pizza, roasts or meat loafs, there are no limits with
the 2 in 1 ceramic bakeware.
You can count on a successful baking and roasting with no residues even without using
butter or any other release agent.
ILAG offers the perfect coating-combination: on the inside a CERALON® ceramic coating
on a sol-gel-basis, on the outside our high performance silicone polyester system
ILAFLON® SP-300.

Go Future –
laws and regulations

SUSTAINABILITY
“We take care of our
environment and its
resources.”

When you expect more...
... than just what current statutory regulations require, ILAG has an innovative solution: Barrieroptimized coatings for spray and coil coating applications used in the manufacture of baking molds.
ILAG coatings have always featured innovative, environmentally friendly properties. The analysis
of overall migration is extremely important to us. Since there is no special regulation for non-stick
coatings at the European level, ILAG has felt it’s duty to provide a barrier-optimized coating for the
production of baking molds using the spray and coil coating process, without any use
whatsoever of materials containing NMP (N-methylpyrrolidine) or BPA (Bisphenol A). Although
not yet required today, this solution satisfies the strict criteria potentially imposed by the EU
Directives in the future.
While maintaining our previously established quality and performance profile, we have once
again demonstrated that ILAG products far surpass European regulatory requirements.

PARTNERSHIP & ETHICS

We Care

“We take care of our customers, partners and
employees with word and deed.
And we support and foster young people
through financial assistance worldwide.”

Take us at our word: we care
ILAG cares about the people and the environment. That’s why we support HIMALAYAN
LIFE, which provides a refuge for street children in Nepal’s mountain regions.
Regional sports clubs also benefit from ILAG as we show our commitment to young talents.
Child and career? Responsibilities and spare time? With ILAG’s support this is exactly what
works in our own company.
More than just selling, this is also part of ILAG’s corporate philosophy which
we live by when we commit to our customers’ desires, needs and
requirements.
And it is this very enthusiasm which we have to thank for the fact that this
year we received the “German Brand Award”. The “German Brand Award” is for
extraordinary brands and brand creators. In the Chemical Industry category
ILAG received the coveted award for excellent brand management in line
with our “WE CARE” message.
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For detailed information please refer to our website:

Industrielack AG
Wangen (Switzerland)
e-mail: info@ilag.ch

ILAG High Performance Coatings (Shanghai) Co. Ltd.
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e-mail: info@ilag.com.cn

ILAG USA Inc.
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